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Our Brothers at the Bottom of the Bottom of the Sea

Teenagers Rachel and Ethan have never met, but they have one thing in common: they both lost their brothers last summer. In the midst of their grief, both struggle to put the pieces of their lives back together and find meaning in moving forward. But as they try to make peace with their pasts, they begin discovering secrets that could reveal dark motives and make both of their brothers’ deaths even more tragic. With the help of friends Leonard, Diana, and Jason, Ethan and Rachel unlock the mysteries surrounding their brothers’ deaths and learn more about what it takes to live for the future and not just the past.

This book is a tender and entertaining read, full of emotional passages and intertwined with a dark mystery. The writing is genuine and captures the mindset of a teenager who suspects there might be more to life and people than what meets the eye. All of the characters are very well fleshed-out and interesting to read, though Ethan’s storyline dropps off at some point in the middle and the reader sees less of his perspective. Overall, this is a good read for any teen who enjoys a good drama or mystery. It leaves little messages that will stick with an observant reader for a while after the last page is turned.

*Contains severe language, moderate sexual content, and mild violence.